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There are many interesting ways one may become a co-author of a copyright work, but in
one of its recent decisions the Polish Supreme Court seems to have added a new and quite
interesting option. You can namely become a co-author if you delete a few sentences from a
scientiﬁc article, sentences you believe are factually incorrect.

The court’s decision was made based on the following facts: The defendant wrote an article about music
therapy, i.e. applying music in medical treatment. Not being a physician herself, the author had requested
three colleagues to verify the article and, as a result, they suggested deleting some parts, which, in their
view, were not compatible with accepted medical knowledge (they were probably right, as one of the deleted
sentences considered replacing anesthesia by music during surgery, which even to devoted music lovers
must sound rather extreme). The defendant initially agreed to publish the article together with her – then –
colleagues as co-authors, but later changed her mind. The colleagues duly sued to have their co-authorship
recognised and, in the eyes of many experts surprisingly, won in all instances, including the Supreme Court.
The judgment is easy to criticise, because the court seems to have forgotten some basic precepts of copyright
protection, and especially that copyright does not protect the actual “knowledge” contained in a publication.
It also provokes the question whether all reviewers in scientiﬁc journals or university professors tutoring
students, who certainly quite often (rightly or wrongly) consider certain parts of the reviewed works
inaccurate or incorrect and have them deleted should not be regarded co-authors (if so, this would probably
have to be the case with all university professors guiding their students through a thesis!).
But the problem goes further, since it is undeniably true that authorship in copyright is ill-ﬁtted for a large
number of scientiﬁc publications. What counts in ﬁelds such as biology, chemistry, physics and other natural
sciences is who made the discovery, formulated a theory, etc, and not who described it in a publication as
nobody reads such publications for the purity of form and elegance of style. To recognise as the author the
person who has not contributed much to the described experiment and to deny authorship to those who
made the largest contribution is against common sense. To recognise the real contribution may be against
the principles of copyright law.
When the Polish Supreme Court observed that co-authorship existed if “in consequence of the changes
introduced by the plaintiﬀs, a work of a diﬀerent character was created which without the plaintiﬀs’
contribution would have taken a diﬀerent shape.” it might have been onto something, at least as far as
scientiﬁc works are concerned, but in this very case the decision is in my opinion rather obviously wrong, and
should not be followed.
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